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Report unauthorized transaction dbs

It is a nightmare for most people to get messages notifying you of purchases you have not made on your credit or debit card. This, unfortunately, happened to the Singaporean Mr. Wee. He reported how he lost $1,800 in a series of unauthorized iTunes purchases on the Facebook page All Singapore
Stuff today (May 2). Notified via SMS that several transactions were made according to the report, Mr. Wee received an SMS from DBS informing him of numerous transactions on his debit card. He immediately called the bank's support service, where he was told that the transactions were made to buy
iTunes for the sum of $1,800. When he asked the customer service officer if he should report it to the police, the officer allegedly told him no. Typically, in online transactions, the card holder receives a one-time password (OTP) to log on to the website. However, Mr. Wee said he had not received any.
According to the bank employee, not all transactions require ACP. Although the officer told Mr. Wee that there was no need for a police report, he went ahead and made one anyway. A Source at Netizens share similar stories Apparently Mr. Wee wasn't the only one facing the problem. Many in the
comments shared similar experiences. One user had unauthorized transactions made on his DBS card to book Grab. Another was accused of her Citibank card for Amazon purchases. Perhaps in light of such incidents, some banks are stepping up on security and calling customers to confirm their
transactions. This is stated in the following commentary. Finally, one user suggested: never link a map to online stores such as the Apple App Store or Google Play Store. Instead, get cards with a loaded value. Always read your monthly statement In Mr. Wee's case, there was nothing he could do to stop
the deal. Hopefully the bank or police will investigate the matter and get it $1,800 back. As for the rest of us, we need to take precautions. Check your monthly bank statements to make sure there are no unauthorized transactions. You certainly wouldn't want to look at it one day and realize that the
balance figure is much lower than it should be. MS News has since contacted police to clarify the matter. Featured images from DBS and Lifewire. nbsp; What is a guarantee of money security? Once you become a customer of iBanking, you will be automatically covered by this guarantee. In the unlikely
event that there is an unauthorized transaction, we will refund the money taken from your account. Our warranty protects you if you've kept yourself safe online by taking the following steps: You've saved your iB Secure Device. You didn't give your security data, such as an ID PIN and iB Secure device or
SMS-one-time password (iBanking OTP) to someone else. You Are You use an account aggregation service (a service provided by another company that allows you to view all bank details on one website) or a similar service. You have followed our recommended security practices and fulfilled your
obligations in conditions that apply to your account and iBanking. You regularly monitor your transaction records and tell us about inconsistencies within fourteen days of the account statement date. You assist us by providing your full cooperation and all the necessary information from you, including
working with the relevant authorities. Cash Guarantees: Replacing your money is limited to the amount illegally transferred from your iBanking account. In addition, DBS may exclude losses from unauthorized transactions caused by DBS-defined systemic risk events. This guarantee does not cover any
other losses, including indirect, indirect or special losses, losses, costs, legal costs or loss of opportunity. The guarantee will not apply in cases where the transaction has been conducted with your knowledge and consent, or where you have acted fraudulently, dishonestly or criminally, alone or with
others. Investigations will begin from the moment you tell us that your account has been hacked and we will contact you within seven business days. If you suspect any security breaches or fraud, you can: Call us at 1800-111-1111 or (65) 6327 2265 from abroad for help. Immediately suspend access to
your iBanking account in the event of any unusual activity, PIN compromise, and/or unauthorized access. Request a new set of user ID and PIN if you forget/lose or suspect that your PIN has been exposed. Get information from the Bank about your online transactions. Stop accessing iBanking if you want
to stop service. Date: November 6, 2018 (first published September 21, 2018) Description: We found phishing SMS leading to phishing web pages that target customers and mimic DBS and POSB login pages into online banking. These phishing sites are designed to steal customer data, logins, PIN sites,
and OTPs for unauthorized scams. If a customer is a victim of a phishing email and clicked on a link, it will be redirected to a non-DBS website. Who could be in danger? DBS and POSB iBanking Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Be vigilant and always check the details in messages
from DBS and POSB. Always check to see if the message reflects your alleged actions and does not resolve suspicious transactions. Always enter the DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS or POSB websites. Always enter DBS or POSB websites
directly to your browser's address bar. If you are on a mobile phone, consider using our Applications by DBS or POSB Digibank. Never reply to unwanted text messages or emails. Responses to such SMS or emails can be used by scammers for social engineering information or to deceive users into
performing undesirable actions. DBS will never request your PIN, password or OTP via phone call, email or SMS. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Customers are also
encouraged to use the latest versions of available internet browsers that can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. If such features are available, customers are advised to include them. SMS Warning Date: 15 November 2018 Description: We found
several SMS and online advertisements posing as DBS or purporting to be from DBS. If a user clicks on a link, it will be redirected to the website, presumably as a cryptocurrency investment program. Such websites are designed to trick users into making fraudulent bank transfers or credit card
transactions. Who could be in danger? DBS Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Be vigilant and always check the details in messages from DBS and POSB. Always check to see if the message reflects your alleged actions and does not resolve suspicious transactions. Always enter the
DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS or POSB websites. Always enter the URL of DBS or POSB websites directly into your browser's address bar. If you're on a mobile phone, consider using our official DBS or POSB Digibank apps. Never reply to
unwanted text messages or emails. Responses to such SMS or emails can be used by scammers for social engineering information or to deceive users into performing undesirable actions. DBS will never request your PIN, password or OTP via phone call, email or SMS. Call us immediately on 1800 111
1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available internet browsers that can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website
identification. If such features are available, customers are advised to include them. Date of phishing alert: 03 October 2018 (first published September 21, 2018) Description: We found phishing SMS leading to phishing web pages that target POSB customers and simulate ACCESS. These phishing sites
are designed to steal customer data, logins, PIN sites, and OTPs for unauthorized scams. If a customer is a victim of a phishing email and clicked on a link, it will be redirected to a non-DBS website. Who could be in danger? DBS and POSB POSB How can you protect yourself from this? Be vigilant and
always check the details in messages from DBS and POSB. Always check to see if the message reflects your alleged actions and does not resolve suspicious transactions. Always enter the DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS or POSB websites.
Always enter the URL of DBS or POSB websites directly into your browser's address bar. If you're on a mobile phone, consider using our official DBS or POSB Digibank apps. Never reply to unwanted text messages or emails. Responses to such SMS or emails can be used by scammers for social
engineering information or to deceive users into performing undesirable actions. DBS will never request your PIN, password or OTP via phone call, email or SMS. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing
on your account. Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available internet browsers that can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. If such features are available, customers are advised to include them. Date: October 8, 2018 (first
published September 03, 2018) Description: We found phishing emails and web pages targeting DBS customers. These phishing emails come from a fake DBS email address and asks customers to click on the link to activate their credit card. If a customer is a victim of phishing email and clicks on a link,
they will be redirected to a page requesting user information, credit card numbers, and CVV, followed by an SMSP request. These websites are used to conduct cards that do not present transactions, but can also be used to steal personal data, combinations of usernames, OTPs, or infect a user's device.
Who could be in danger? DBS and POSB iBanking customers always check to see if you are using the official DBS website. Always enter the DBS website URL ( ) directly into your browser's address bar. Provide credit card details only if you make a direct purchase. Always check that you are going to
conduct a credit card transaction and not provide OTP for payment permission if you don't. Always check the details in messages from DBS. Always check to see if the message reflects your alleged actions and does not resolve suspicious transactions. Take note of any suspicious transactions. Call us
immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Scam Alert DBS Phishing Email Warning Date: 15 August 2018 (first published December 12, 2017) Threat Type: Phishing Warning Level: Amber Critical: Low
Description: We Have phishing emails targeting DBS cardholder customers and linking to phishing websites. These phishing sites are designed to steal customer credit card information for fraudulent transactions. If a customer is a victim of this phishing email and clicks on a malicious link, they will be
redirected to a non-DBS website requesting credit card and OTP. An example of a website is below: hxxps://dal-shared-22.hostwindsdns.com/~oxfotwtl/DBS phishing email pretending to be sent from DBS. Who could be in danger? Customers How can you protect yourself from this? Always put the DBS



website URL directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS iBanking website. To do this, go to the address bar of your web browser and look for the lock icon. When you click on the icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is
issued by DBS. Never respond to unwanted emails. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available internet browsers
that can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. If such features are available, customers are advised to include them. Date: June 26, 2018 (updated July 31, 2018) Description: We found several SMS and online advertisements posing as DBS or
purporting to be from DBS. If a user clicks on a link, it will be redirected to a website, presumably a DBS investment program. Such websites are designed to trick users into making fraudulent bank transfers or credit card transactions. Who could be in danger? DBS Customers How Can You Protect
Yourself From This? Be vigilant. Minimize clicking on links in ads because they may not be legitimate. Make sure you use the official DBS website. Always put the DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. If you're on a mobile phone, consider using our official DBS Digibank apps. Never
respond to unwanted SMSs. Responses to such SMS can be used by scammers for social engineering information or to trick users into doing undesirable actions. Provide credit card details only if you make a direct purchase. Always check that you are going to make a credit card transaction and do not
provide OTP to authorize payment if you do not. DBS will never request your PIN, password or OTP via phone call, email or SMS. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Date of
phishing alert: May 27, 2018 (updated July 30, 2018) Description: We found phishing emails and and targeting DBS customers. These phishing emails come from a non-DBS email address and asks customers to click on the link to unlock their iBanking account. If a customer is a victim of phishing email
and clicks on a link, they will be redirected to a page requesting user information, credit card numbers, and CVV, followed by an SMSP request. These websites are used to conduct cards that do not present transactions, but can also be used to steal personal data, combinations of usernames, OTPs, or
infect a user's device. Who could be in danger? DBS and POSB iBanking Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Always check that the email comes from the DBS address. DBS emails are sent from email dbs.com. Make sure you use the official DBS website. Always put the DBS website
URL directly into your browser's address bar. You can also check that this is the official website by looking at the address bar of your web browser and looking for a padlock icon. When you click on the icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is issued by
DBS. Provide credit card details only if you make a direct purchase. Always check that you are going to conduct a credit card transaction and not provide OTP for payment permission if you don't. Always check the details in messages from DBS. Always check to see if the message reflects your alleged
actions and does not resolve suspicious transactions. Take note of any suspicious transactions. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Customer Consultation Date: July 20, 2018
Description: SingHealth has reported a data breach affecting more than 1.5 million SingHealth patients. The stolen patient data included personal information such as names, addresses, birthdays and NRIC numbers. Approximately 160,000 patients had their medical prescriptions stolen. Customers are
advised to be vigilant. Stolen credentials can be used for social engineering and phishing scams. Such scams use personal identifiable information to appear legitimate. How can you protect yourself from this? Be vigilant. Do not provide personal or banking information to unsolicited subscribers. Never
give out sensitive personal information (including login passwords or one-time passwords) by phone or email. Our employees will never ask you for such information. Hang up and call DBS directly if you have any doubts about the power of the call, SMS or email. Give us a call call 1800 111 1111
(Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you receive such calls. Phishing Alert Date: June 19, 2018 Description: We found a phishing website targeting D IDEALBS customers and DBS IDEAL login page. These phishing sites are designed to steal customer data, logins, PINs, and
OTPs to perform fraudulent transactions. If a customer is a victim of phishing email and clicks on a link, they will be redirected to a non-DBS website that asks for an organization ID, user ID, and PIN. Once this data has been provided, customers are sent to a page requesting for a customer IB Secure
PIN and redirected finally to the fake MAS WEB page. Who could be in danger? DBS IDEAL Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Always put the DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. If you're on a mobile phone, consider using our official DBS IDEAL app. Never
respond to unwanted emails. Responses to such emails can be used by scammers for social engineering information or to deceive users into performing undesirable actions. Always check the details in messages from DBS. Always check to see if the message reflects your intended actions. Customers
are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available Internet browsers. Using the latest browsers can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. Be vigilant. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business
Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Malware Awareness Date: 12 June 2018 Description: There are emails posing as DBS and claiming to be the details of THE SWIFT transfer. These emails have malicious files attached and opening these attachments can cause the
user's device to infect with Lokibot, the information of the theft of the Trojan. Such malware is used to steal sensitive information that may include bank credentials and credit card data. Who could be in danger? DBS Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Be vigilant. Be careful when
opening an attachment if you haven't checked its source or sender. Protect your computer by regularly updating your computer, as well as using antivirus and anti-spyware software that is automatically updated daily. Never respond to unwanted emails. Responses to such emails can be used by
scammers to trick users into doing undesirable actions. Take note of any suspicious transactions. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Fake Bank Alert Date: 08 June 2018
Description: We discovered a fake banking targeting site Hong Kong customers. The scammers behind this website use email and/or voicemail to make users believe it is a legitimate DBS page. After the user has landed on the page, they are asked to provide their login PINs before asking them to
translate. Such websites are used to charge out advance fees, but may be is used to steal personal identifiable data, combinations of usernames and passwords, OTPs, or infecting a user's device. Who could be in danger? HK DBS Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Always enter the
URL of the DBS or POSB website directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS or POSB website. To do this, go to the address bar of your web browser and look for the lock icon. When you click on the icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined
that the certificate is issued by DBS. Never give out sensitive personal information (including login passwords or one-time passwords) by phone or email. Our employees will never ask you for such information. Hang up and call DBS directly if you have any doubts about the actual call. Call us immediately
on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you receive such calls. Take note of any suspicious transactions. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account.
Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available Internet browsers. Using the latest browsers can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. If such features are available. Fake Bank Alert Date: 30 May 2018 Description: We found a fake
banking site targeting DBS customers. This fake bank imitates the DBS web page to trick customers. The scammers behind this site use email and voice to trick users into providing their personal information such as the address of residence and the government has issued ID numbers. These websites
are used to conduct upfront fraud, but can be used to steal personal data, combinations of usernames, OTPs, or infecting a user's device. Who could be in danger? DBS and POSB customers How can you protect yourself from this? Always enter the URL of the DBS or POSB.directly website into your
browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS or POSB website. To do this, go to the address bar of your web browser and look for the lock icon. When you click on the icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is issued by DBS. Never give out
sensitive personal information (including login passwords or one-time passwords) by phone or email. Our employees will never ask you for such information. Hang up and call DBS directly if you have any doubts about the actual call. Call us immediately at 1800 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200
(Business Banking) if you receive such calls. Take note of any suspicious transactions. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you are you unknown transactions appearing on your account. Customers are also encouraged to use the latest
versions of available Internet browsers. Using the latest browsers can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. If such features are available. Phishing Alert Date: May 27, 2018 Description: We found phishing emails and web pages targeting DBS
customers. These phishing emails come from a non-DBS email address and asks customers to click on the link to unlock their iBanking account. If a customer is a victim of phishing email and clicks on a link, they will be redirected to a page requesting user information, credit card numbers, and CVV,
followed by an SMSP request. These websites are used to conduct cards that do not present transactions, but can also be used to steal personal data, combinations of usernames, OTPs, or infect a user's device. Who could be in danger? DBS and POSB iBanking Customers How Can You Protect
Yourself From This? Always check that the email comes from the DBS address. DBS emails are sent from email dbs.com. Make sure you use the official DBS website. Always put the DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. You can also check that this is the official website by looking at
the address bar of your web browser and looking for a padlock icon. When you click on the icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is issued by DBS. Provide credit card details only if you make a direct purchase. Always check that you are going to
conduct a credit card transaction and not provide OTP for payment permission if you don't. Always check the details in messages from DBS. Always check to see if the message reflects your alleged actions and does not resolve suspicious transactions. Take note of any suspicious transactions. Call us
immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Phishing Alert Date: May 23, 2018 Description: We found phishing websites targeting DBS and POSB customers and leading to a fake login page to
POSB Internet Banking. Examples of websites are below: hxxps://jungfernstieg. ga/secure/mas. go. com. sg/online-insurance/post/hxxps . gq/secure/mas. go. com. sg/online-insurance/post/hxxps . ml/safe/online insurance/mas. Gove. Com. sg/posb/index. html hxxps:// kirchenplatz. ga/online
insurance/mas. Gove. Com. sg/posb/index. HTML Who could be in danger? DBS and POSB iBanking Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? enter the URL of the DBS or POSB website directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS or POSB website. Who to
who This, go to the address panel of your web browser and look for a lock icon. When you click on the icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is issued by DBS. Take note of any suspicious transactions. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal
Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available Internet browsers. Using the latest browsers can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged
website identification. If such features are available. SMS Phishing Alert Date: May 19, 2018 Description: We found phishing SMS leading to phishing web pages aimed at DBS customers. If a customer is a victim of phishing email and clicks on a link, they will be redirected to the page, requesting a
combination of user identifiers and pin codes, as well as a credit card number, expiration date and resume. These websites are used to carry out cards that do not present transactions, but can also be used to steal personal data or promote fraudulent applications. Who could be in danger? DBS iBanking
Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Be vigilant. Minimize clicking on links in SMSs because they may not be legitimate. Make sure you use the official DBS website. Always put the DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. If you're on a mobile phone, consider using our
official DBS Digibank apps. Never respond to unwanted SMSs. Responses to such SMS can be used by scammers for social engineering information or to trick users into doing undesirable actions. DBS will never request your PIN, password or OTP via phone call, email or SMS. Call us immediately on
1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. DBS Phishing Email Warning Date: 13 May 2018 (first published 12 December 2017) Threat Type: Phishing Warning Level: Amber Critical: Low Description: We found
phishing emails targeting DBS customers and containing links to phishing websites. These phishing sites are designed to steal customer credit card information for fraudulent transactions. If a customer is a victim of this phishing email and clicks on a malicious link, they will be redirected to a non-DBS
website requesting credit card and OTP. An example of the website below: hxxp:'//dal-business-28.hostwindsdns.com/'bezakhja hxxp://yepnim.estate hxxp://hwsrv-269164.hostwindsdns.com hxxps://sea-business-16. hostwindsdns. com/«hmzofvdj/ hxxp»: »//mohdyasin». tech/amstel/ A sample of phishing
email pretending to be sent from DBS. Who could be in danger? Customers How Can You Can yourself from this? Always put the DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS iBanking website. To do this, go to the address bar of your web browser and
look for the lock icon. When you click on the icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is issued by DBS. Never respond to unwanted emails. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice
unknown transactions appearing on your account. Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available internet browsers that can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. If such features are available, customers are advised to include
them. Phishing Alert Date: May 10, 2018 Description: We found a phishing email and website targeting DBS customers and leading to a fake DBS Internet Banking login page. These phishing sites are designed to steal customer data, logins, PINs, and OTPs to perform fraudulent transactions. If a
customer is a victim of a phishing email and clicked on a link, it will be redirected to a non-DBS website. Post login, phishing page requests on OTP before prompting the customer to wait for fifteen minutes for example websites below: hxxp://190. 14[.] 38[.] 131/itssl/?ln'activate.dbs'tk hxxp://activate.» dbs.
online client. services/?tk' Who could be in danger? DBS and POSB iBanking Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Always enter the URL of the DBS or POSB website directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS or POSB website. To do this, go to the
address bar of your web browser and look for the lock icon. When you click on the icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is issued by DBS. Never respond to unwanted emails. Responses to such emails can be used by scammers for social engineering
information or to deceive users into performing undesirable actions. DBS will never request your PIN, password or OTP via phone call or SMS. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account.
Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available Internet browsers. Using the latest browsers can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. If such features are available. Phishing Alert Date: April 30, 2018 Description: We found
phishing emails and web pages targeting DBS customers. These phishing emails came from an email address is not a DBS, and is supposedly the official DBS poll. If a customer is a victim of phishing email and clicks on they will be redirected to the page, presumably as an official DBS survey and
request user information, credit card numbers and CVV, followed by a request for SMS OTP. These websites are used to conduct cards that do not present transactions, but can also be used to steal personal data, combinations of usernames, OTPs, or infect a user's device. Who could be in danger?
DBS iBanking Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Always enter the URL of the DBS or POSB website directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS website. Always put the DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. You can also check
that this is the official website by looking at the address bar of your web browser and looking for a padlock icon. When you click on the icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is issued by DBS. Always check the details in messages from DBS. Always
check to see if the message reflects your alleged actions and does not resolve suspicious transactions. Never respond to unwanted emails. Responses to such emails can be used by scammers for social engineering information or to deceive users into performing undesirable actions. Customers are also
encouraged to use the latest versions of available Internet browsers. Using the latest browsers can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. If such features are available. Phishing Alert Date: May 03, 2018 Threat Type: Phishing Alert Level: Amber Critical:
Low Description: We found a phishing website targeting POSB customers and mimicking the LOG page of POSB Internet Banking. These phishing sites are designed to steal customer data, logins, PINs, and OTPs to perform fraudulent transactions. If a customer is a victim of a phishing email and clicks
on a link, they will be redirected to a non-POSB website. Examples of websites are below: hxxp:'//dal-business-28.hostwindsdns.com/'bezakhja hxxp://yepnim.estate hxxp://hwsrv-269164.hostwindsdns.com hxxp:'//dal-business-28.hostwindsdns.com/'cpbvpoaf hxxps://sea-business-16. hostwindsdns.
com/«hmzofvdj/ hxxp»: »//mohdyasin». who might be at risk? DBS and POSB iBanking Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Always enter the URL of the DBS or POSB website directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS or POSB website. To do this, go
to the address bar of your web browser and look for the lock icon. When you click on the icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is issued by DBS. Never answer Letters. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200
(Business Banking) if you are you unknown transactions appearing on your account. Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available internet browsers that can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. If such features are available,
customers are advised to include them. Phishing Alert Date: April 30, 2018 Threat Type: Phishing Alert Level: Amber Critical: Low Description: We found a phishing email targeting DBS customers. These phishing emails came from a non-DBS email address and are supposedly the official DBS survey.
Such emails often refer to malicious pages to steal personal data, combinations of usernames, OTPs, or infect a user's device. Who could be in danger? DBS iBanking Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Always check that the email comes from the DBS address. DBS emails are sent
from email dbs.com. Make sure you use the official DBS website. Always put the DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. You can also check that this is the official website by looking at the address bar of your web browser and looking for a padlock icon. When you click on the icon, you
should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is issued by DBS. Never respond to unwanted emails. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account.
Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available internet browsers that can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. If such features are available, customers are advised to include them. Phone Scam Alert Date: 02 April 2018 Threat
Type: Phishing Calls/Vishing Alert Level: Amber Critical: Low Description: We found a phishing campaign targeting DBS customers and Singaporeans with automated phone calls. These calls claim that the customer's account is disabled and ask the customer to follow a sequence of instructions before
they are inherited by a person posing as a DBS employee. Such phone scams are designed to trick customers into disclosing sensitive information such as logins, PINs, OTPs or credit card details or to conduct advance fees fraud. Who could be in danger? DBS iBanking Customers How Can You Protect
Yourself From This? Be vigilant. Do not provide personal or banking information to unsolicited subscribers. Never give out sensitive personal information (including login passwords or one-time passwords) by phone or email. Our employees never will ask you for such information. Hang up and call DBS
directly if you have any doubts about the actual call. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you are you Such calls. Phishing Alert Date: March 23, 2018 Threat Type: Phishing Alert Level: Amber Critical: Low Description: We found a phishing
website targeting DBS customers and mimicking the DBS login page to Internet banking. These phishing sites are designed to steal customer data, logins, PIN cards, OTP and credit card data to conduct unauthorized fraudulent transactions. If a customer is a victim of a phishing email and clicked on a
link, it will be redirected to a non-DBS website. A sample of phishing emails pretending to be sent from DBS. Who could be in danger? DBS iBanking Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Always enter the DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the
official DBS website. To do this, go to the address bar of your web browser and look for the lock icon. When you click on the icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is issued by DBS. Never respond to unwanted emails. Call us immediately on 1800 111
1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available internet browsers that can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website
identification. If such features are available, customers are advised to include them. Phishing Alert Date: March 08, 2018 Threat Type: Phishing Alert Level: Amber Critical: Low Description: We found phishing emails sent to DBS customers informing them of the change in login format and asking them to
click on the link to update their data. Once the link is clicked, the customer will be redirected to the phishing site asking for his iBanking Login ID, password, credit card, and other personal information. Such information can be used by an attacker to carry out fraudulent transactions. An example of the
website is below: URL: hxxp://190.14.38.22:8443/redirect.secure-forms. com/?id'xqqgox6u6gk35o7eofuwvp0pv9s007v'url-online.dbs Redirect to: hxxps://online.dbs.secure-form. service/?id'xqgkhox6u6gk35o7eofuwvp0pv9s007v Sample phishing email pretending to be sent from DBS. Who could be in
danger? DBS iBanking Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Always enter the DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS website. To do this, go to the address bar of your web browser and look for the lock icon. When you click on the
icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is issued by DBS. Never respond to unwanted emails. us immediately call 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice an unknown transaction operation on your account.
Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available internet browsers that can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. If such features are available, customers are advised to include them. Phishing Alert Date: January 27, 2018 Threat
Type: Phishing Alert Level: Amber Critical: Low Description: We found a phishing website targeting DBS customers and mimicking the DBS login page to Internet banking. These phishing sites are designed to steal customer data, logins, PIN sites, and OTPs for unauthorized scams. If a customer is a
victim of a phishing email and clicked on a link, it will be redirected to a non-DBS website. Who could be in danger? DBS iBanking Customers How Can You Protect Yourself From This? Always enter the DBS website URL directly into your browser's address bar. Make sure you use the official DBS
website. To do this, go to the address bar of your web browser and look for the lock icon. When you click on the icon, you should see a window confirming that VeriSign has determined that the certificate is issued by DBS. Never respond to unwanted emails. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111
(Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available internet browsers that can provide advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website
identification. If such features are available, customers are advised to include them. Malware Alert Date: 23 January 2018 Threat Type: Malware Alert Level: Amber Criticality: Low Description: There are emails with malicious attachments and links distributed to bank customers. These emails claim to
represent DBS and are disguised as Payment on behalf of the client and informing recipients that they have received a deposit. These emails may contain malicious attachments and links. Opening these links and attachments causes malware designed to steal passwords and other personal information,
as well as virtual currencies found in WALLETs on PCs. See the sample letter below. Customers are confident that DBS is not the source of this email and is reminded not to click on attachments of suspicious origin. Don't give attachments with the name of '.exe' or '.ace'. DBS will never send its
customers files with a completed file (.exe) or Ace Compressed Archive (.ace). Who could be in danger? Customers with iBanking accounts How can you protect yourself from this? You are reminded to remain careful when banking online: Be careful when opening attachments (especially with an
extension of the name 'exe' and 'ace') if you haven't checked its source or sender. Remember that DBS will never send a send or Ace compressed archive files for their customers. Protect your computer with antivirus and anti-spyware software that is installed to perform automatic updates daily. Never
respond to unwanted emails. Call us immediately on 1800 111 1111 (Personal Banking) or 1800 222 2200 (Business Banking) if you notice unknown transactions appearing on your account. Customers are also encouraged to use the latest versions of available internet browsers that can provide
advanced security features such as anti-fishing and forged website identification. If such features are available, customers are advised to include them. On.
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